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In this class, we explore Autodesk PLM 360 software workspace functionality by
reviewing standard Autodesk PLM 360 tenant solutions. Autodesk PLM 360 workspaces are packed with
capabilities to help you manage your business processes. We review project management tools,
workflows, lifecycles and revision controls, notifications, supplier management, file attachments, and
much more. Through our review of the standard Autodesk PLM 360 solutions, we examine workspace
features that can help you run your business.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the end of this class, you will be able to:


Identify which workspace features to use for different business solutions



Describe the capabilities available in Autodesk PLM 360 to manage records and relationships



Use project management tools, workflows, lifecycles, and revision controls



Apply and implement features and functions
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MAKE USE OF OUR STANDARD SOLUTIONS AS AN ENTRY INTO A SPECIFIC BUSINESS
PROCESS
You’ve always known Autodesk as a company focused on delivering design and engineering software. What’s
different about Autodesk PLM 360 is that it encourages groups outside these Engineering departments to further
manage product lifecycle.
During this class, we will make the case that starting with our standard apps and building upwards reinforces
success and furthers growth not only with Engineering, but with other departments too. At the core of it, we will
demonstrate approaches capable of systematically improving your business and drive profitability.
With our standard solutions, you can quickly improve broken processes as well as realize new processes your
business may be lacking. Knowing how our standard solutions relate to each other will help you focus on problems
you need to improve the most.

PLM 360, BUFFET STYLE
PLM means different things to different people. Still, it is often considered an engineering-centered methodology.
Many companies who started with Engineering share this mindset. They had plans to expand but have never really
gotten to realize the full solutions’ potential into other parts of the company.

OUR MENU
Starting with Engineering is not a bad thing, per se. With PLM 360, you have a choice of not making Engineering
department the usual suspect needing most improvement. You can decide to focus on instilling other processes as
your business demands. Let us see what those are.

MAIN COURSES
As we walk through PLM 360 standard solutions, it is important to recognize that you are likely doing one or more
of these today. Perhaps calling them by different names or definitions and not considering them part of a PLM
process. These are:


BOM & Change Management
o



Project Management
o




Helps manage revisions for bill of materials and affiliated requirements via document & engineering change
processes
Helps serve the right details to the right people at the right time; identify processes improvement areas,
activities, and resources.

Supplier Management
o Helps with negotiations, purchase and cost planning.
Quality Management
o

Helps identify and respond early to problems; define inspection standards, track non-conformances,
perform corrective or preventative actions.
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Regardless of what you call your current processes, you are surely managing a product lifecycle. This could be via
tracking development process and new product introductions, tracking status of projects and tasks, collaborating
with suppliers and cost planning, tracking quality and compliance or possibly field-related operations soon after
your product gets released like maintenance and service requests.

APP-TEASERS & SIDES
We encourage you to start with our core offerings. Likewise, you can supplement by downloading other business
processes offered at PLM 360 App Store. If this isn’t filling your appetite, you could substitute a side by integrating
with other best in class cloud solutions using PLM 360 Connect.


App Store



PLM 360 Connect

o
o

Helps you identify missing solutions and practices for dozens of different business problems
Helps you to integrate with other best-in-class enterprise solutions

ROUND UP WITH PLM 360
You are managing all of this, but it is unlikely that you are using a single tool. Possibly several different tools are
involved such as Microsoft SharePoint, custom in-house built tool, everyone’s favorite Microsoft Excel or some
unsupported legacy products. These tools require remote access or VPN if reaching in from outside the network;
others you cannot take with you on job- or customer-sites, third cannot run on popular mobile devices.
PLM 360 eliminates these struggles.

Fast to Implement. There is no overhead of 3-4 year software upgrades, no service packs or
hotfixes to worry about, no hardware headaches.

Easy to Use. The solutions offered in our tool complement and reinforce each other. You can
get a process up and running nearly instantly.

Secured! Throughout all that, your data and information flow is safe as PLM 360 is in
accordance with rigorous international security standards.

Ubiquitous Access. You and your team can access your data from anywhere on nearly all
devices working on latest accurate information.
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IT’S DEMO TIME
BOM & CHANGE MANAGEMENT
PROLOGUE
At the end of this demo, we will be able to quickly manage item revisions, bill of materials and affiliated
requirements via document & engineering change processes. Throughout it, we will describe the relationship and
interaction between Change Orders and Items and BOMs.

DEMO 1: RELEASING AN ITEM VIA ENGINEERING CHANGE ORDER
This demo examines:
A)
B)
C)
D)

Creating a new Change Order (CO)
Assigning a new/existing item to the CO
Setting desired item lifecycle state
Finally, showing how change order via its approval flow revises an item and sets its lifecycle state.

NEW A CHANGE ORDER
At the minimum, creating a new Change Order requires (a) filling in required fields and (b) defining users that
would participate in the approval workflow to finalize and release or reject it.
1.
2.
3.

Login to our PLM 360 site.
On the application menu bar, go to Main Menu, then Change Management, and click on Change Orders.
Locate the item task bar in upper right corner of the browser. Visibility of the item commands are
changing dynamically depending on our permissions and behavior of selected item.

Figure 1: An item task bar

4.

Select the New ( ) command in the item task bar to create a new change order. Notice a new page with
editable fields grouped into sections appears.

5.

Fill in all (*) required fields on the new CO page.

TIP: An alternative is to start with cloning an existing CO by selecting Clone (

) icon, then change the necessary fields.
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6.

In the Approvals section, select users from the Approval Lists or Approvals Required fields that would
participate in the CO approval workflow.

Figure 2: Approval users are required

Have several options to approach this task:
a.

Select one of preconfigured Approval List items.
TIP: This list is driven by approval templates. To configure new groups of required approvers go to
Menu, then Reference, and select the Approval Lists workspace. All users listed in a given
Approval List item are required to participate in the approval workflow and finalization. Use these
generic approval lists in our Change Order, Change Request, or workflows in custom workspaces
that ask for approvers.

b.

Manually move individuals from the Available to the Selected area of Approvals Required field.
TIP: double-click on users to add them one by one; use Ctrl+Mouseclick or Shift+Mouseclick to
respectively select multiple or a range of users followed by selecting the (

7.

) arrow icon.

c. A combination of the two.
Select [Save] to commit the changes.
TIP: optimize creation of several CO’s if need arises by using the [Save & New] button to save the current CO
and start a new blank CO; or by using the [Save & Clone] button to save the current CO, clone it for a chance
to modify few fields in the next CO.

ASSIGN ITEM(S) FROM THE CHANGE ORDER WORKSPACE
To assign an item from the change order workspace, we need to get familiarized with the change order’s Affected
Items tab. In a separate demonstration below we will show an alternate way to connect the two when inside the
Items and BOMs workspace.
8.

Navigate to the Affected Items tab and select the [Add] button.
TIP: Alternatively, mouse over the down arrow symbols (

) and select [Add New].

Figure 3: Helper Menu
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9.

In the Add Items to Affected Items dialog, find the existing item (for this demo filter by ‘600-0001-000’).
NOTE: Here, we may search for and select checkboxes for as many existing items as needed. The dialog will
remember all of our item selections. We can create as many new items just as well.

Figure 4: Add existing/new item to a Change Order

10. Select the Create New link to create a new item. Fill its required information and hit Save. The new item
would be created and automatically added to this CO’s list of affected items once this dialog closes.
11. Select [Next], then [Save and Exit] buttons to complete this operation.

SET LIFECYCLE STATE FOR AFFECTED ITEMS
Since we may have added several existing items or have created new items in the Add Items to Affected Items
dialog, we need to edit the Affected Items tab to set target Lifecycle states for those new items. When the CO gets
approved, these settings would drive those items’ new lifecycle state.
12. Select the [Edit] button in the CO’s Affected Items tab.
13. Select desired lifecycle state for each affected item, and then [Save] to commit changes.

Figure 5: Select desired lifecycle state (shows a single item, but may be more in your list)
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REVISE THE ITEM
To revise the item, we will move the change order through its approving workflow and finalization.
14. Execute the Route Change workflow action to lock the item and all its artifacts from being edited. Use one
of these approaches:
a. Select the workflow state in the item header. This option allows us to remain in the context of
the current tab selection.

Figure 6: Transition workflow forward from item header area

b.

Click on the Workflow tab and perform the step transition there. There are two options here:
i. With the mouse, select the green line or the Route Change workflow state name in the
visual map, then right on the WF Panel, select [Save Step] button

Figure 7: Select transition directly in Workflow map

ii. Similarly to selecting it from the item header, we may directly choose the Route Change
action from the context menu on the workflow panel.

Figure 8: Select transition action from workflow panel
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15. When the change order reaches its locked state (see lock icon in state’s upper right corner), it placed all of
its Affected Items into a lock state - they can no longer be edited, even if the user has the necessary
permissions. The items will become editable again soon as the CO reaches Released or Cancelled state.

Figure 9: Locked State of CO implies all affected items are read-only

16. Transition the change order through to its final Released state using one of above- described methods.
17. When the CO reaches its managed state (see gear icon in state’s upper right corner) it unlocks all of its
Affected Items - they become editable again. Moreover, a managed state is the point where the affected
items get revised i.e. Revisioned.
TIP: The managed flag is configured in the Workflow Editor; it can be useful if we wish to revision items before the change
order has gone through the entire workflow.

Figure 10: Change order reached managed state revising its affected items

18. Back on the Affected Items tab, notice the item has moved to revision G and is effective immediately i.e.
at time of revising.

Figure 11: The TO: revision letter as a link to revised item

19. Click on the To: link for latest revision ‘G’ to review the state of the resulting item.
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REVIEW RESULTING ITEM
20. Navigate to item ‘600-0001-000’; use one of these methods:
a. Following the demo, the fastest is to select the Revision letter link in CO’s Affected Items tab
since coming from there (see Figure 11)
b. Alternatively, locate the item by clicking on Main Menu, then Engineering, then Items and
BOMs. There are several ways to find any item once reach its target workspace, provided know
some attributes:
i. Find it manually in the items list - scroll down to the desired item line.
ii. Select the pencil and add a filter to narrow down the list filtering against the number
iii. Search for the item in the workspace search field, and then select the resulting link.

Figure 12: Ways to find an item once in its workspace

21. Once found, select the link to item ‘600-0001-000 – SBOM Project 621 Head’
22. Visit its Associated Change Orders tab to access current change order and see the history of previously
approved Change Orders.

Figure 13: Latest released item revision reviewing its associated change order
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DEMO 2: ASSIGN A CHANGE ORDER FROM THE ITEMS AND BOMS WORKSPACE
We may find ourselves viewing an item in the Items and BOMs workspace and needing to associate a new/existing
Change Order to that item. There is no need to go back to the Change Order and repeat above steps. Instead, let’s
use the Create Relationship icon found in the item task bar.
23. Select the Create Relationships icon, and then Change Orders followed by Affected Items menu item.
24. Follow the steps to create a new Change Order or start typing to filter and select an existing CO.
25. Navigate to the new change order from the item’s Associated Change Orders tab.

Figure 14: Add current item to existing/new Change Order or other related records.

DEMO 3: DESCRIBE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHANGE ORDERS & ITEMS AND BOMS
To understand the relationship between Change Orders and Items and BOMs, we will cover some basic PLM 360
concepts. We can easily infer the relationship between other workspaces as the configuration is similar. For
example:





Change Orders  Items and BOMs
Change Orders  Requirements
Document Change Orders  Procedures, Guidelines and Specs
Document Change Orders  Requirements

In general, we can choose from four underlying workspace types in PLM 360. Instances of these types are called
Workspaces whose job is to act as virtual containers collecting and managing unique records i.e. items having
similar purpose and behaviors. These types are:





Basic (/with and /without workflow management)
Revision Controlled
Revisioning
Supplier Management (/with and /without workflow management)

A workspace type must be defined when creating a new workspace (eg. navigate to Administration, then
Workspace Manager, and then select the [New Workspace] button).
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While in this administration sector, we can observe the workspace types as highlighted in Figure 15. We can also
modify the workspace type by selecting Workspace Settings link under each workspace panel.

Figure 15: Review/modify workspace type

The Items and BOMs and the Change Orders workspaces are configured as such:



The Items and BOMs workspace is of Revision-Controlled type. All items in this workspace get lifecycle
states and revisions.
The change order items are held in the Change Orders workspace, which is of Revisioning type. The
primary job for these items is to control one or more items from revision-controlled workspaces as is the
case with Items and BOMs and Requirements.

Next, we will clarify the behavior between these two types:




A revision-controlled item needs to be driven by a revisioning item for its lifecycle state and revision to
move forward, just We saw in the above demonstration:
o When the Revisioning item reaches a lock status (a Workflow state tagged with the lock flag), the
revision-controlled item becomes non-editable.
o When the Revisioning item reaches a managed status (a Workflow state tagged with the manage
flag), the item moves into a new revision.
At any given time, an item of revision-controlled workspace can be managed by at most one item from
any revisioning workspace with workspace relationships to it. In the context of our demo, this translates
to an item can be driven by only one active Change Order, but one Change Order can manage multiple
items at once.

The control over which revision-controlled workspace is managed by which Revisioning workspace can be found
inside the administration options of that Revisioning workspace.
Here’s where to look:
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26. Go to Administration, then Workspace Manager, expand the panel of the Revisioning workspace (eg.
Change Orders or Document Change Orders) and select the Workspace Relationships link.
NOTE: Here, administrators manage which fields users can see on the Item Details tab, the Grid tab, the Managed Items
Tab, the Bill of Materials tab, and the Sourcing tab. Explore these links carefully – compare what see here with how the UI
is presented to end users; add a test custom field then go to that tab if have permissions to view and write to it and
observe the UI behavior.

Figure 16: Location of Workspace Relationships link

27. Relationship setup simply reads like a sentence, which decides which items from a different workspace
get added into each of the tabs. The same relationship can be added to other Revisioning workspaces as is
the case with Requirements relationship to both Change Orders and Document Change Orders.
NOTE: To add a relationships to another revision Controlled workspace, click the Add New Relationships link, select
Managed Items Tab from the first context menu, then select the [revision controlled workspace name] from the second
context menu.

Figure 17: Example of Change Orders workspace relationships
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Figure 18: Items and BOMs workspace relationships showing creating BOM hierarchy

Next, see how users find the referenced items in the UI:




Revisioning workspaces manage their affected items via the Managed Items tab. In the context of our
demo, Change Orders manage their items in the Affected Items tab, whose default tab name is in fact
‘Managed Items’.
Consequently, Revision-Controlled workspaces track relationship to their Revisioning items via the
Workflow tab. From our demo viewpoint, items in Items and BOMs workspace track relationship to
current and all historical change orders via the Associated Change Orders tab, which is conveniently
renamed from Workflow tab in this standard solution.
NOTE: To manage tabs’ names, go to Administration, then Workspace Manager, expand the workflow panel of any
workspace, and then select its Tab Names link. Here, we can see the names of all possible tabs in PLM 360 even if the
workspace hasn’t enabled them. Mouse over the Revert icon in tab’s right corner to see its original name (see Figure 19).
Click the Revert icon to reset to its default name.
TIP: This area also allows us to modify the order of tabs as they appear when users visit a workspace. Simply select a tab,
then drag and drop it to a new location

.
Figure 19: Customizing Items and BOMs tab names and their order of appearance

DEMO 4: ADMINISTRATOR ADDS ‘TASKS BREAKDOWN’ TAB TO ITEMS AND BOMS
The administrator has received a business request to provide users with a ‘Task Breakdown’ area for Items and
BOMs. They want to see and assign related tasks to items. The tasks will be created independently by the
application engineers and may be span several items. They do not want to manage this relationship as BOM,
attachments, or in a grid as text. They want users who already have permissions to read/write to Items to do the
same for this ‘Task Breakdown’ area and those with read-only access to maintain view only access.
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For this demo, we will create a basic two-way relationship between Tasks and Items and BOMs workspaces. With
it, we will demonstrate how to:



Define targets that can be added to this new area.
Control who can create/update/delete/view-only records.

This demo is a two-part procedure, first of which we saw above – adding workspace relationships. Using those
steps, let us first allow Items and BOMs to add Tasks.
28. Navigate to Administration, then Workspace Manager, expand the Items and BOMs panel to select the
Workspace Relationships link.
29. Add a Relationships Tab for Tasks. When done, select [Save] button. With this, we’ve told PLM 360
system that Items and BOMs can manage Tasks as relationships.

Figure 20: Add 'Tasks' as a Relationship to Items and BOMs

30. Go back to our item ‘600-0001-000 – SBOM Project 621 Head’ in Items and BOMs workspace (see step
#21), and notice it still does not have Relationships tab visible. Above step was necessary, but not
sufficient to complete the use case. For that, we need to update the PLM 360 security model.
The second part is making the area visible and defining who can add/remove vs. read-only into this new task area.
To learn more about the PLM 360 security model, see the About Permissions link.
31. Navigate to Administration, then Security, and select Roles.
32. Find the Items and BOMs [R/W] role and select its Permissions link.
a. Locate the Relationships permissions group inside the left side ‘Available permissions’ list.
b. Move all four View/Edit/Delete/Add Relationships to the right side (see TIP: in step #6a).
c. Result should look as in Figure 21.
d. Select the [Save] button to commit changes.

Figure 21: Added all Relationship permissions to ‘Items and BOMs [R/W]’ role
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33. Find the Items and BOMs [R] role and select its Permissions link.
a. Add only the ‘View Relationship’ permission to Items and BOMs [R] role. Results should be as in
Figure 22.
b. Select the [Save] button to commit changes.

Figure 22: Added view-only Relationships permission to 'Items and BOMs [R/W]' role

34. With this, we have completed the steps necessary to expose the tab and control.
35. Last minor step is to rename the ‘Relationships’ tab to ‘Tasks Breakdown’ per users demand.
a. Go to Administration, then Workspace Manager, expand the workflow panel for Items and
BOMs workspace, then select Tab Names link.
b. Rename ‘Relationships’ tab to ‘Tasks Breakdown’ per Figure 23.

Figure 23: Rename 'Relationships' tab name to 'Tasks Breakdown'

c. Select the [Save] button.
36. Refresh our item ‘600-0001-000’ in Items and BOMs workspace to see the new ‘Tasks Breakdown’ area.
37. To add a task:
a. Set the item to Working revision, select the Tasks Breakdown tab, and then hit [Add] - see Figure
24.
b. Select tasks from the list per Figure 25.
c. Select [Save & Exit].
38. Now users can review and update tasks status in the ‘Tasks Breakdown’ area. This concludes the BOMs
and Change Management demonstration.
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Figure 24: Add task to Item

Figure 25: A task added as a relationship to Items and BOMs
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PROLOGUE
This solution helps you serve the right details to the right people at the right time; identify processes improvement
areas, activities, and resources. We will go over the Workflows capability particularly how it relates to Milestones
and how it all aggregates to Projects and Products levels.

DEMO 1: TRACKING MILESTONES
39.
40.
41.
42.

Go to Main Menu, then Program Management category and click on Project Management workspace.
Find ‘PR000001 - EM-4001 Project Kickoff’ project and select it.
Go to its Schedule tab. This tab is conveniently renamed from default name of ‘Project Management’.
Select [Add Linked Items] button. In here, users that are entitled the permissions to add/delete/edit
project management can manage these types of items.
NOTE: This workspace allows adding items of the following types, extracted from Workspace Relationships settings.
Notice we can add other Project Management items to the Schedule, implying creating project hierarchies.

Figure 26: Project Management's workspace relationship with other worskpaces

43. Filter by the string ‘NPI’ to add an item from the New Product Introduction workspace.
44. Add the NPI item ‘NI000001 – Demo NPI’. Notice that the Start and End dates, as well as %Complete are
automatically populated from the NPI’s Milestones. Also, the entire project schedule and %Complete is
adjusted to end when this project completes.
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DEMO 2: UPDATE MILESTONES
45. From the project’s Schedule tab, select the NPI descriptor link
46. Navigate to the Key Milestones tab (renamed from original ‘Milestones’ name) and select the [Edit]
button. Notice the first three milestones have been met already.

Figure 27: Milestones tab view

47. Select the [Edit] button to push the completion dates for the last two milestones by 2 weeks.
48. Select the bottom two milestone checkboxes, hit the [Shift] button and select [Save].

Figure 28: Shifting dates of multiple milestones at once

49. Complete one of the milestones by clicking on the Workflow Actions tab and transition the item to its
next Gate.
50. Visit back the Milestones tab to confirm that the milestone event has been reached i.e. that Gate’s status
shows checked symbol.
51. Go back to Schedule tab for our project ‘PR000001 - EM-4001 Project Kickoff’, refresh the page and
confirm that the last two milestone dates have been moved, and that the entire project reflects higher
%Completion rate.

Figure 29: item's milestones and %complete reflected in top project
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DEMO 3: FROM PRODUCT’S POV
52. Select the Related Projects link. This is available for Project Management tabs as a convenient way to find
out where the project is used. In this case, the project is referenced by a product.

Figure 30: Link to see where this project is referenced

53. Select the ‘EM-4001’ product link and observe how the dates, dependencies and %complete for all project
being tracked is aggregated in this view.

Figure 31: Aggregated status view of all related projects

54. Go to its Bill of Materials tab to confirm that our item latest released revision is reflected there.

Figure 32: Product workspace tracks top-level BOM
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55. Visit the Milestones and the Workflow Actions tab to see how product release dates are managed.

Figure 33: Products go through own approval gates

Figure 34: Product Milestones view example
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SUPPLIER MANAGEMENT
PROLOGUE
This solution helps you with negotiation, purchase and cost planning. We will cover the features in item’s Sourcing
tab where users can review and plan total Bill of Materials cost by switching select Suppliers and their quotes. We
will also cover the process of approving and re-evaluating approved Suppliers. Finally, we will go over Supplier
Collaboration where they participate in a quote proposal approval process.

DEMO 1: COST PLANNING WITH ITEM SOURCING
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

Navigate to item ‘101-0000-000’ in Items and BOMs workspace (see step #21 on HowTo variations)
Set the item to Unreleased revision and select its Bill of Materials tab
Open the ‘158-0000-000 - BORE SEAL’ in a new browser tab and then switch to its Working revision
Visit its Sourcing tab to review the presence of assigned suppliers and quotes.
Select the [Set Default] button and change the default quote to Digi-Key’s 20 to 200 quote
On [Save], select the last radio button.
NOTE: The first radio button suggest leave existing parent items quote as is i.e. start using the new default quote for
future parent items. The second option say update all parent items. The last option partially updates only parents who
were using a previous default quote (they could have manually overridden the default quote to another option and we
want to preserve that)

Figure 35: Options when setting a (new) default quote or purchased component

62.
63.
64.
65.

Go back to parent item ‘101-0000-000’. Refresh to confirm the quote has automatically changed.
Now [Edit] the BOM tab and change quantity to 20 units for the seal.
Select the pencil icon to the right of Supplier/PartNo cell to review the available quotes for that BOM line.
Mouse over the magnifying (+) glass icon to see supplied quote details.

Figure 36: List and detailed info for potential quotes
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66. This tells us that for the updated quantity, we can choose between a pricier quote from an approved
Supplier vs. a quote from an approved Supplier who is up for re-evaluation.
67. Select the cheaper quote to see a price reduction by $45.

DEMO 2: SUPPLIER TRACKING
68. Go to Main Menu, then Procurement category and select Suppliers workspace.
69. Select the approved Digi-Key, Inc. supplier. Notice its evaluation Cycle period is set to 36 months.
a. This standard solution is defined in a way that when Cycle period is set, 1 month prior the period
expires this Supplier item would open itself for re-evaluation.
b. Users can then move the Supplier to the ‘Supplier Review (Active)’ state as the transition
becomes available.
70. Now select the McMaster-Carr Supply Co. supplier. Notice this active vendor is up for re-evaluation.
71. On the Workflow Actions tab, approve the supplier by transitioning the ‘Final Approval’ step.
NOTE: All approvers from the Approvers list must cast their vote as Approve (where if set, the Cycle period goes into effect
again) or Reject (where the now inactive supplier can again be ‘Resubmitted for Evaluation’).

Figure 37: Supplier Tracking Process
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DEMO 3: REQUEST FOR QUOTE
The basics of this standard solution are allowing a company’s Procurement group to manage Suppliers’ quotes and
interact with such via the quote approval workflow process and email notifications. Here, a Supplier contacts is
invite to view and update an RFQ item, is able to add cost proposals notifying Procurement to review and approve
or reject the offer. Engineering, Manufacturing, Quality, and Program Management on the other hand can further
analyze the related Items and BOMs.
This use covers requesting collaborating with a supplier to provide a new quote for specific quantity. The current
unit price for that supplied part was found as inadequate.
72.
73.
74.
75.

Go to Main Menu, then Procurement category and select RFQ.
Create a new RFQ choosing Digi-Key as the Supplier, and fill in the ‘Attention To’.
In the Item with Drawings tab, reference the ‘158-0000-000 - BORE SEAL’ item.
Next, go to the Items (For Quote) tab to add a quote and a quantity.
a. *Item=’DK-BS-0001-4A’
b. *Title=’158-0000-000 - BORE SEAL’,
c. Quantity = 20.
d. Hit [Save] when done.
76. When ready to allow the Supplier contact to see this particular RFQ item, add its contact to ‘Additional
Owners’ list.
a. Select the [change] link in the ‘Owner and Change Summary’ section towards the bottom of Item
Details page
b. Locate and add the Supplier contact defined in the ‘Attention To’ field as an additional owner.
c. Press [Save] to close the dialog.
77. Go to Workflow Actions tab and run the ‘Submit for Quote’ workflow step.
78. Once the RFQ is in ‘In Quotation’ state, the Supplier can fill out the

Figure 38: Here, Suppliers can fill out quotes in ‘Item (for Quote)’ tab and Submit for [Procurement] Review’

79. The supplier updates unitCost to $2.50 in the Items (For Quote) tab and notifies Procurement by moving
to Submit for Review state in the Workflow Actions tab.
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80. Procurement approves the quote and updates the new price in the affected items Sourcing tab.
a. Go to Items with Drawings tab, select the item and navigate to its Sourcing tab
b. Update Digi-Key’s quotes.
i. Set 1-19 quote to 1-20 for min-max and reflect pricing at $2.50.
ii. Set 20-200 quote to 21-200 for min-max.
81. Go to item ‘101-0000-000’ Bill of Materials tab to see automatic update of total costing.
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QUALITY MANAGEMENT
PROLOGUE
This solution helps you identify and respond early to problems by collecting & analyzing quality data, defining
Inspection standards, tracking non-conformances (NCR) and performing corrective / preventative actions (CAPA).
The topics describe how Inspections and Audits lead to Non-Conformance and CAPA actions which result in Change
Orders approval revising Items and BOMs. These workspaces can be found under the Main Menu’s Quality
category.

Figure 39: Quality-related workspaces located under the same Quality category

There are several ways to reach a Corrective / Preventative Actions (CAPA).






Directly create Corrective / Preventative Actions item workspace
o Go to from Main Menu, then Quality category, and select Corrective / Preventative Actions
workspace.
Take the Inspection, then Non-Conformance route.
o When creating an Inspection, we can select a flag to automatically create a Non-Conformance
upon Inspection failure, a workflow-driven procedure. The NCR is created when the workflow
reaches completed state.
o Can either create a new Non-Conformance item or edit the existing one spawned by a closed
Inspection. Set its flag to automatically create a CAPA action, which will also be auto-created
when Non-Conformance completes its workflow gates.
Go from the Audit route:
o Similar to NCR, new Audits have a flag to auto-spawn CAPA item when their workflow states
reach closure.
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By analogy, creating CAPAs can auto-create Change Request upon CAPA workflow closures. Finally, the Change
Requests may auto-create Change Order when their workflow completes. We could start from INS > NCR > CAPA >
ECR > ECO and end with a revisioned Item. At each step of the way, we can access the upstream ‘originator’ as well
as the downstream ‘successor’ items.
In case some of these items were pre-created by another process or a department group, we can find and
reference them while creating/editing the Item Details tab. For example, if we have become aware that a relevant
ECO already exists, we would simply reference it in the ‘Related Change Order’ field in the new Change Request –
there is no reason to spawn a new one.

DEMO 1: TAKE THE LONG INSPECTIONS ROUTE
Let’s go through setting up the fields to ensure this happens:
82. Create an Inspection
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Choose YES in the ‘Spawn NCR on Fail’ field
In its Inspection Activities tab (a grid type tab) create at least one Failed Inspection Activity.
Go to its Workflow Actions tab. The inspections workspace automatically chooses the failed path
based on Inspection result
Reaching Closed (FAILED) state results into creating a Non-Conformance with some details from
the Inspection.
Back on the Inspection Record tab (renamed Item Details), click on the newly created ‘Spawned
Non Conformance’ link.

83. Onto setting the Non-Conformance
a.

b.
c.

[Edit] the NCR to make these changes; hit [Save] when complete.
i. Set Severity
ii. Choose a Disposition.
iii. Select YES on the ‘Spawn Corrective Action’ field.
iv. [Save] the changes.
Push the Workflow Actions through to the Closed state.
Back to the Item Details tab, click on the newly created ‘Spawned Corrective Action’ link.

84. Let’s work through the CAPA item
a.

b.
c.

[Edit] the CAPA to make these changes
i. Select one of ‘Corrective’ or ‘Preventative’ Type of Action(s)
ii. Choose a Completion Target date.
iii. Add participating users to Team field.
Push its Workflow Actions map through to Closed state providing necessary info at each gate.
Back on its Item Details tab, click on the newly created ‘Resulting Change Request’ link.
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85. Setup the Change Request
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

[Edit] it and make the following updates.
i. Select one of the Type options – eg. Engineering
ii. Select YES at the Create ECO on Approval field.
iii. Define participating users in both Engineering Eval Approvers and CCB Approvers.
iv. [Save] when complete.
Visit the Affected Data tab and add a related Items and BOMs item
Add any relevant notes in the Comments tab.
Move the CR workflow through to Request Approved state in its Workflow Action tab.
Back at the Change Request Details tab, click on the newly created ‘Related Change Order’ link.

86. To configure the Change Order, please refer to Demo #1 where we had created a new ECO, assigned
managed items and revised the items. The steps are the same for this use case.

DEMO 2: THE AUDITS ROUTE
We find very similar steps as setting a Non-Conformance (NCR):
87. Create a new Audit item via the Main Menu, then Quality category and selecting Audits workspace.
a.

b.
c.
d.

Fill in the required fields.
i. Choose Lead Auditor as he would have the final approval.
ii. Add other users to the Auditors List.
iii. Select YES on the ‘Spawn CAPA on Findings’ field.
iv. [Save] the changes.
In the Audit Findings tab, we can manage findings, select (ISO 9001) Sections, add notes found by
the auditors, and track status of outstanding findings.
Push the Workflow Actions through to the Closed state.
On the Overview tab (renamed from Item Details), click on the newly created Spawned CAPA
link.

88. To configure the spawned Change Order, please refer to Demo #1 where we had created a new ECO,
assigned managed items and revised the items. The steps are the same for this use case.
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APP STORE
PROLOGUE
This component helps you identify lacking solutions for dozens of different business problems. The approach is
similar to iTunes Store & Android Market -- one-click-fetch-a missing business process. From here, you may
configure the app to fit your needs. This is with zero-impact on PLM 360 cost and license models.

DEMO 1: INSTALL AN APP
Installed PLM 360 Apps create all of their necessary artifacts in order to run: menu categories, workspaces, roles,
scripts, and pick lists get created at time of installation. In case of a name collision with existing components, the
tool will append _1, _2 suffix to the new artifacts.
Once installed, the site administrator needs to determine whom to allow view/add/update/delete permissions to.
This is managed by adding the new Roles into existing or new Groups and assigning users. The approach allows
testing the app in isolation, as well as incrementally adding aspects of it into the rest of the business processes and
vice versa.
Let’s begin the installation procedure:
89.
90.
91.
92.

Go to Administration, and then select App Store.
Select the Field Service Reports app, and then hit the [Install] button.
Capture what is being installed in the Installation Summary page.
Add all the new ‘FS – Field*’ roles to the Services group:
a. Go to Administration, the Security, and select Groups.
b. Locate the Services group and select its Roles link.
c. Find and move the FS Issues/Reports roles from Available Roles to Associated Roles section.

Figure 40: Installed and unassigned roles

d. Hit [Save] when done.
93. Logout and Log back in for changes to take effect.
TIP: Permissions changes that affect the administrator cannot be observed in the current login session. In case confirm all
settings have been applied correctly, a simple logout and re-login would do the trick.
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DEMO 2: TEST DRIVE
94. Go to Main Menu towards the bottom and select Field Service, and then Field Service Issue

Figure 41: New app menu

95.
96.
97.
98.

Create a new Field Service Issue filling in all required information.
Back to Main Menu, then Field Service, and select Field Service Reports
Create a new File Service Report filling in the required information.
Then go to Related Issues tab and add the field issue we created above.

Figure 42: Related field issues to a field report

DEMO 3: CONFIGURE THE APP TO LINK TO EXISTING PRODUCTS
The Field Service Issues has a single-line text field called Product /Product Line. Users have identified that entering
this field by hand is error-prone. Change that so users can choose one of existing products on the site.
99. Go to Administration, then Workspace Manager, and expand the panel for Field Service Issues
workspace.
100.Select the Item Details Tab link, then select the pencil icon next to the Product/Product Line field

Figure 43: Edit a field in a workspace
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101.Change the Data Type to pick list; select ‘[WS] Product’ in the Pick List Options context menu; set the
Display Width to 50.

Figure 44: Set field type to link items from another workspace

102.Select [Save] button.
103.GO back to the Field Item Issues workspace and edit the issue we created earlier.
104.Assign the EM-4001 product that we reviewed earlier to this issue. Hit [Save] to commit the changes.

DEMO 4: REARRANGE INSTALLED COMPONENTS
Recall what components were installed with this app (see steps in Demo #1)? Not to worry, simply try to re-import
the app and abort the installation at the Installation Summary dialog immediately after selecting the initial
[Install] button on the App Store page. Here we can see the list of to-be-affected components and artifacts.
Armed with this list, we can do some additional cleanup and optimizations:
105.Go to Administration, then System Configuration, then Scripting and check for places that use the newly
installed scripts. Eg. script GenIsOwner_10 is used by the ‘Create’ workflow step in the new Field Service
Issues workspace, but we know there is an existing and equal GenIsOwner script. Swap them out.
106.Go to the Workspace Manager and select the Workflow Editor link for Field Service Issues workspace.
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Figure 45: Change from installed script to existing script.

107.Delete the new GenIsOwner_10 script back in the Scripting administrative area.
108.Edit the Item Details tab of Field Service Reports workspace to change ‘Solutions Accepted’ to use an
existing Yes|No pick list instead of the new created Yes|No pick list.

Figure 46: Change from installed pick list to existing pick list

109.Delete the new Yes|No pick list in Administration > System Configuration > Pick List Manager.

DEMO 5: APP REMOVAL
If unable to quickly figure out what components were installed with this app, simply try re-importing the app and
aborting the installation at the Installation Summary dialog immediately after selecting the initial [Install] button
on the App Store page. Here we can see the entire list of components and artifacts to be removed.
To remove this app, follow these steps:
110.Go to Administration > Security > Roles
a. Delete all six ‘FS – File Service *’ roles.
b. Select Where Used link and unlink from Groups as necessary.
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111.Go to Administration > System Configuration > Scripting
a. Delete its Scripts.
b. Select Where Used link and unlink as necessary.
112.Go to Administration > Workspace Manager:
a. Select Workspace Relationships link for Field Service Reports workspace and remove the rows.
b. Select Workspace Relationships link for Field Service Issues workspace and remove its rows.
c. Finally, select [Delete] under both workspaces’ panels to completely wipe the two workspaces.
113.Go to Administration > System Configuration > Main Menu Designer
a. Delete the Field Services category
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SOUNDS GOOD, NOW WHAT?!
Now comes the part of implementing your PLM vision. Where do you begin?!
Start with realistic expectations. Even with our standard solutions, you should not expect to use the tool as is and
expect it to solve your problems. You need to need to figure out:
 What business problem do you want to solve first
 How you want to solve it
 How to accomplish this in phases while getting incremental returns each step of the way.
By starting with our standard solutions, you are that much closer to the goal.

STEPS TOWARDS IMPLEMENTING YOUR PLM VISION
Follow these guidelines when starting your PLM endeavor:





Plan around a standard solution
Mold it to your blueprint
Use it, gather feedback, and refine
Call to Action

PLAN AROUND A STANDARD SOLUTION
Surely, you can build a business process from scratch in PLM 360. We believe that a quicker and more rewarding
approach is to familiarize yourself with the standard solutions and adapt them to your needs.
Once you have identified a potential solution you could expand on, install it in case it isn’t part of our core offering;
become familiar with its objectives and targets. Your goal is to figure out how much of that solution meets your
needs:
 Maybe you have a unique process that gives you a competitive advantage
 Maybe you have an area of the business that is lacking, so you could use the apps as guidelines to adapt
your processes to the apps’.
All through the planning and evaluations, asses how you would break it up and accomplish your goal in a stepwise
manner.

MOLD IT TO YOUR BLUEPRINT
Once you have the idea solidified, the next step is to configure the solution to meet your needs. Here are some
aspects to help you along the way:
 Administer new Users & Groups assignment
 Breakdown or aggregate view-only from full-edit Roles and assign their Permissions
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Update Workspace Relationships and behaviors of how they relate to each other
Adjust field types, constraints, required types, validators and other field logic
Fine-tune the workflow map to match your process needs
Finally define table reports and charts showing KPIs for upper management.

USE IT, GATHER FEEDBACK, AND REFINE
This is the learning grounds – mistakes, feedback and criticism is highly encouraged. We hope that here you make
glorious, amazing mistakes ;). Doing so, don't freeze, don't stop, don't worry that it isn't good enough or it isn't
perfect, whatever it is. The goal here is to uncover plan deviations, and overlooked or misunderstood expectations
from your current users.
These points should help you exit the learning phase faster:
 Create some sample data; import a small production datasets; invite a small group to a pilot program.
 Analyze differences between their observations against your planned goals; determine their root causes.
 Look for deviations from the implementation plan; look for completeness of the plan to enable that
execution step.
 Determine where and how to apply changes that would provide the most improvement to your process.
A kind reminder, you focus throughout it all needs to be incremental return for each step of the way towards
implementing the full process.

CALL TO ACTION
After the main courses, it is time to start the countdown before we cut the cake. Cleanup the table, bring in the
sweets platters, place signs and name cards at the entrance door:
 Purge all test data; Load production data from your external systems
 Share training material on the new process
 GO LIVE!
Although the deserts bar is now open, mileage may vary to how many sweets you can put on your plate at once.
Please treat the above as generic checklist and starting guideline for you to expand on. At the end of the day, it is
about what matters to you and your success.
Remember…get that quick return, repeat that, and move another step towards implementing your full PLM vision.
We hope that you have witnessed that with our standard PLM 360 solutions that vision is attainable.
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